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Sacred Sites, Sacred Places
2013-04-15

sacred sites sacred places explores the concept of sacred
and what it means and implies to people in differing
cultures it looks at why people regard some parts of the
land as special and why this ascription remains constant in
some cultures and changes in others archaeologists
legislators and those involved in heritage management
sometimes encounter conflict with local populations over
sacred sites with the aid of over 70 illustrations the book
examines the extreme importance of such sacred places in
all cultures and the necessity of accommodating those
intimate beliefs which are such a vital part of ongoing
cultural identity sacred sites sacred places therefore will
be of help to those who wish to be non destructive in their
conservation and excavation practices this book is unique
in attempting to describe the belief systems surrounding
the existence of sacred sites and at the same time bringing
such beliefs and practices into relationship with the
practical problems of everyday heritage management the
geographical coverage of the book is exceptionally wide
and its variety of contributors including indigenous peoples
archaeologists and heritage professionals is unrivalled in
any other publication

Osun Osogbo
2006

with about three hundred powerful pictures this book
identifies and highlights all the sacred places and sacred
people attached to the benevolent living river goddess it is
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a scholarly treatise on one of the most significant
traditional deity in south western nigeria namely osun
osogbo who has won for herself the appellation a lady of 10
000 names across the waters back cover

Sacred Places
1990-04

supporting lovelock s thesis that the earth is a living being
swan suggests natural sites such as serpent mound machu
pichu and kilauea center have the power to move us in
ways modern science cannot explain

Native American Sacred Places
2002

community development is most effective and efficient
when it is situated and led at the local level and considers
the social behaviours needs and worldviews of local
communities with more than eight out of ten people
globally self reporting religious belief religion and
development in the asia pacific sacred places as
development spaces argues that the role and impact of
religions on community development needs to be better
understood it also calls for greater attention to be given to
the role of sacred places as sites for development activities
and for a deeper appreciation of the way in which sacred
stories and teachings inspire people to work for the benefit
of others in particular locations the book considers theories
of place as a component of successful development
interventions and expands this analysis to consider the
specific role that sacred places buildings and social
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networks have in planning implementing and promoting
sustainable development a series of case studies examine
various sacred places as sites for development activities
these case studies include christian churches and disaster
relief in vanuatu muslim shrines and welfare provision in
pakistan a women s buddhist monastery in thailand
advancing gender equity a jewish aid organisation
providing language training to muslim women in australia
and hawaiian sacred sites located within a holistic retreat
centre committed to ecological sustainability religion and
development in the asia pacific demonstrates the important
role that sacred spaces can play in development
interventions covering diverse major world religions
interfaith and spiritual contexts and as such will be of
considerable interest for postgraduate students and
researchers in development studies religious studies
sociology of religion and geography

Religion and Development in the
Asia-Pacific
2016-08-25

an innovative theological study of the sense of holy place
and the links between nationality nationalism and
spirituality is nationalism fundamentaly opposed to any
ideas of equality tolerance or international understanding
or can it be expressed in humanitarian and christian forms

Sacred Place, Chosen People
1999
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sacred places is an illustrated journey to places considered
sacred to people of ancient civilisations as well as to
modern day men and women

Sacred Places
2012

the politics of sacred places is a study of the socio political
dimensions of sacred sites in israel palestine drawing on
over 20 years of in depth ethnographic research which
introduces cutting edge theories on secularization
struggles for recognition and diversity issues this book
focuses on contemporary sacred sites and their socio
political meanings for minorities within a hegemonic and a
secularizing state system it argues that sacred places
provide a space that is less scrutinized by the state and
where alternative visions of the socio political may be
produced a plethora of sites and case studies are examined
including the rural shrine of maqam abu al hijja in the
lower galilee the mosque of hassan bek in the heart of tel
aviv jaffa and the most disputed sacred place in the region
the haram al sharif in jerusalem these sites are explored
through mostly a phenomenological lens and in various
contexts from the individual body to the global this book
offers a critical analytical study of the socio political
aspects of sacred sites in contemporary societies within the
broader understanding of scale and the spatial turn in the
study of religion

The Politics of Sacred Places
2023-09-07
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what people believe in affects the way they live indigenous
people have the oldest belief system in australia waves of
new settlers brought their beliefs and religions to australia
from christianity to islam and judaism hinduism and
buddhism at the heart of religious communities are the
sacred places sacred sites churches temples mosques and
synagogues where they gather for spiritual and other
occasions such as funerals weddings and memorial
services covering subjects from t

Mac Australia Topics: Sacred
places
2010

the frantic pace of our world leaves little time for reflection
and even less time to nurture our spirits in havens in a
hectic world star weiss explores the spiritual geography of
the west coast with individuals from a wide variety of faiths
and cultural traditions in visiting their sacred places and
hearing them share their stories weiss raises questions
about our contemporary sources of spiritual growth our
evolving ideas of the divine and the power of place from
mountains to ancient forests to labyrinths she takes
readers on a journey of awe and wonder through both the
geographic destinations and the experiences they make
possible

Havens in a Hectic World
2008-04-01

from camp like mountain retreats to urban sanctuaries to
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remote enclaves of miraculous natural beauty this
guidebook catalogs nearly 100 of the state s best sites for
soul searching through informative descriptions and full
color photographs photos

Colorado's Sanctuaries, Retreats,
and Sacred Places
2001

first published in 1977 to coincide with the hundredth
anniversary of the signing of historical treaty seven by the
first nations of southern alberta and the canadian
government these mountains are our sacred places has
become a classic of western canadian literature these
mountains are our sacred places is a result of extensive
research after consulting archival records and the stoney
oral tradition chief john snow describes with clarity depth
and understanding the native perspective on life since the
birth of treaty seven in 1877 with compassion and detail
snow describes the stable state of first nations prior to
contact with europeans and the destruction wrought by the
whisky traders he records the period of treaty signing and
the failure on the government s part to hold to treaty
agreements and most importantly snow explains his people
s feeling of dispossession that continues to threaten the
very survival of stoney beliefs values and lifestyle in his
wisdom however snow is also optimistic about the hope
that was born after the introduction of self government in
1969 following the granting of citizenship to indian people
across the nation and about his people s belief in
biculturalism as they seek a path that allows them to thrive
and benefit from both native and non native cultures rather
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than slip between the two in an epilogue written in 2005
chief john snow reflects upon his career since the treaty
seven commemoration in 1977 describing some of the
events that affected first nations at the end of the
twentieth century and also discussing more personal
philosophical issues such as cultural revitalization native
spirituality and the beauty of the oral tradition

These Mountains are Our Sacred
Places
2005

includes the rite of dedication of a church and an altar a
rite to use in a sacred place that has been desecrated and a
ritual for a church that is being closed

Holy People, Holy Place
1998

from ancient times to the present day countless people
have responded to the call of pilgrimage as an outward
sign of their inner yearning for god

Sacred Places, Pilgrim Paths
1997

sacred space for the missional church examines the strong
link between the theology and mission of the church and
the spaces in which and from which that theology and
mission are lived out the author demonstrates that the built
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environment is not incidental or even subservient to
mission rather it is a key player in the fulfillment and the
communication of that mission the book begins with a
working definition of the missional church underscoring
the connection between god s mission missio dei and the
church s mission the reader is presented with historical
and theological frameworks for sacred space and reminded
of the pivotal role of the built environment in the
fulfillment of the mission of the church the design and
construction of sacred spaces are shown to be
fundamentally a theological exercise and not solely a
matter of function pragmatics and fiscal astuteness the
author questions the uncritical application of blanket
statements such form must follow function and challenges
the conviction that it does not matter where worship
occurs only that it occurs the book addresses genuine
concerns such as legitimizing the cost of church buildings
and concludes with practical suggestions and essential
questions that must be considered in posturing the built
environment within the missional praxis of the church

Sacred Places, Sacred Spaces
1997

using case studies from the middle east south asia
southeast asia and the pacific basin this book examines the
global trend of violence against religious places and figures
the contributors believe attacks on sacred places to be
particularly damaging to peace and harmony because of
the centrality of religion in many asian and pacific
countries a diverse range of topics are covered including
an empirical exploration of the global trends of violence
against sacred spaces attacks against and policies toward
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holy sites in israel and the palestinian territories the fate of
indian islamic monuments after india gained independence
in 1947 the christian community s response to the
increasing islamization of malaysia and the future of
communalism in malaysia africa and australia are also
referenced in the work taken together this volume explores
the importance of protecting sacred spaces holy symbols
and religious people as a crucial element in fostering peace
in the world and especially the asia pacific region the
contributors argue that much of the violence in the world is
rooted in politics of religious identity

Sacred Space for the Missional
Church
2011-02-14

the navajo see even the most minute parts of their
homelands and surrounding territory as infused with
sacred significance places of special power are the most
alive and stories usually go with them navajos visit these
places to connect with their power the places anchor the
ways of navajo life as well as the stories about the origins
and the correct pursuit of those ways navajos have
responded to curiosity about these places and landscapes
by trying to keep the locations and stories behind them
secret to save the sites from destruction and to keep their
power from being sapped in the face of unbridled land
development however protecting the landscapes may mean
telling the stories and it is in that spirit that kelley and
francis discuss the navajo s sacred landscapes and the
stories that go with them navajos tell many kinds of stories
both old and new about these landscapes and kelley and
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francis have included some of these stories in this book the
authors believe that in time more examples may be
revealed with the blessing of the navajos who care for them
but the day when navajos willingly give many such stories
to others will come only when the navajo people
themselves have gained control over the use of their land

Protecting the Sacred, Creating
Peace in Asia-Pacific
2017-07-05

a collection of writings by participants in the black mesa
archaeological project offers a synthesis of kayenta area
archaeology examining the ancestral puebloan and navajo
occupation of the four corners region and analysing faunal
lithic ceramic chronometric and human osteological data to
construct an account of the prehistory and ethnohistory of
northern arizona that demonstrates how organizational
variation and other aspects of culture change are largely a
response to a changing natural environment

Navajo Sacred Places
1994

this book contributes to a better understanding of why
historic cities and sacred sites are important and how
cultural roots may influence and improve urban futures it
emphasises the need to include social and cultural
dimensions in economic development and offers cases of
best practice
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Prehistoric Culture Change on the
Colorado Plateau
2016-02

sacred places began as a search for the meaning of place
and its relationship to spirituality traveling throughout the
four corners region of the southwestern united states the
area where arizona colorado new mexico and utah meet
the wilderness artist tony foster sought to experience and
document the area s rich blend of cultures and faiths his
time in the region which he recorded in journals and in his
paintings shaped his understanding of the people who live
there and their indelible ties to the land comprising works
created between 2010 and 2012 sacred places not only
depicts the beauty of the natural landscape but also
represents the deep spiritual connections of the region s
inhabitants through foster s unique addition of artifacts
and diary inscriptions these souvenirs which are included
inside the paintings frames serve as physical reminders of
his experiences interacting with both the land and its
people through them viewers share his struggles to
overcome tribal suspicions extreme weather conditions
loneliness and frustration most importantly foster s work
serves as an eloquent appeal for the protection of fragile
wilderness areas

Historic Cities and Sacred Sites
2001-01-01

jesus didn t preach in manhattan and moses didn t part
lake michigan sacred places takes you from the comforts of
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21st century living and transports you to the sights and
sounds that the bible characters experienced when we
hear of bible characters or read their story we often
visualize scenes drawn from our own bank of experiences
rather than the real places sacred places explores these
real locations the red sea mt sinai jericho golgotha each
forms a textured backdrop to a story of the bible this book
frames biblical events in their original settings and brings
them to life more than just settings from a distant
historical event readers will discover how many of these
locations remain important destinations in the faith
development of modern bible readers because the bible
and faith continue to influence people around the world
this book will escort readers to some of christianity s major
locations both inside and outside the holy land sacred
places will help readers complete a virtual pilgrimage
through houses of worship around the world seeing
impressive cathedrals and simple dirt floor churches and
everything in between no matter the location or the
expanse of the sanctuary the believers who meet there are
joined through sacred faith and belief in the bible that
helps unify them

Sacred Places
2016-01-01

spiritual archaeology is for the millions of people travel
each year to holy places ancient temples and pyramids
archaeological sites natural sites and unique spiritual
locations around the world spiritual archaeology delivers
what explorers of sacred places are seeking something that
tourism cannot provide access to the hidden spiritual
wealth life changing personal messages and unique stories
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these mystical places have to reveal no plans to travel use
the skills in this book to enrich your everyday life and
honor the self as a sacred place

American Bible Society Sacred
Places
2013-10-08

this book offers global perspectives from mediterranean
asian australian and american cultures on sacred sites and
their related stories in regional history contemporary
society witnesses many travelers visiting sacred sites
temples mountains castles churches houses throughout the
world these visits often involve discovery of new historical
facts through the origin stories of the associated tribe
region or nation the transmission of oral tradition and myth
carries on the significant meaning of those religious sites
this volume unveils multi angle perspectives of symbolic
and mystical places the contributors describe the religio
political experiences of each regional case and analyze the
religiosity of local people as a lens through which readers
can re examine the concept of iconography syncretism and
materialism in addition contributors interpret the growth
of new religions as the alternative perspectives of anti
traditional religions this new approach offers significant
insight into comprehending the practical agony and sorrow
of regional people in the context of contemporary history

Spiritual Archaeology
2012-08-01
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the person of exile may be considered a wanderer a nomad
a refugee or a rebel people of exile can be the marginalized
the disenfranchised the outcast the left out and the pushed
away different terms are used but what defines them all is
separation exile is a dangerous and dominant theme that
runs through scripture through the lives of the people of
israel and through the universal church women who have
known the sacred place of exile are uniquely qualified to
form a women s mission the case is made for a momentum
shift in missiological thinking there is a desperate and
aching need for a women s mission which could lead the
way to a women s missionary movement the emergence of
such a mission movement is indeed fraught with skepticism
and suspicion from many of those inside the church and
leaders in the missionary world but the radical disruptive
costly following of jesus to those outside the camp is our
calling

Sacred Sites and Sacred Stories
Across Cultures
2021-01-18

from the preface the chief reason for producing this little
volume is to give to the thoughtful reader of china and the
chinese a clearer conception of the readiness of the people
to accept with full credence such whimsical and
mythological stories as are here related of their
susceptibility of spiritual influences and of the decay of
intellectual vigor among the buddhist and taoist priests as
the inevitable result of monasticism the intellectual vigor of
the chinese is found among the confucianists who hold the
controlling power in the government while buddhism and
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taoism seem past any hope of resurrection to real life they
have had their age of faith but no one need to doubt the
spiritual susceptibility nor despair of the intellectual
progress of all classes christianity fosters mental growth
and science stimulates thought and is eminently fitted to
drive out all fear and superstition christian education is not
failing in accomplishing this the response is abundantly
gratifying however the struggle with buddhism and taoism
is not yet ended it has scarcely begun the reader finds
himself here in the midst of the asiatic world of nearly two
thousand years ago when buddhist priests had entered
actively upon their pilgrim life to this day all foot worn
mountain paths lead to some monastery or sacred shrine
the information recorded in this little volume is the fruit of
hard labor the writer traveled to distant mountains in the
mid china hot summer months visiting monasteries and
living with monks in the hope of gaining some knowledge
of their inner life and hope of the future most of this
information was obtained verbally some through chinese
reading

The Sacred Place of Exile
2013-02-01

throughout history people have sensed a special energy at
sacred places and tried to draw on this natural power many
great religious leaders had mystical experiences in the
desert or mountains and told the world of their revelations
and prophecies people responded to sacred places by
building churches or temples or medicine wheels and they
attracted pilgrimages and vision quests many believe that
all sacred sites from the most famous such as stonehenge
and sedona to lesser known spots form a worldwide web of
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light and communicate on some level these energy hubs
could potentially serve as acupuncture points on the body
of mother earth which is in dire need of healing sacred
places on the network of light stand ready to receive
divinely inspired wisdom a taste of the wonderful things to
come as humanity moves toward a global shift in
consciousness a deep link between spirit and nature once
brought harmony and balance yet today it seems that we
have lost our way squandered our connection to mother
nature and to the old ways of magic and mysticism this
power can be retrieved at sacred sites where we can
experience zero or nothingness oneness and the ecstasy of
sexual orgasms this is the power of o

Sacred Places in China
2015-11-27

professor larry j zimmerman explores native american
history reverence of nature eventual colonization and
survival against odds and how it has created a unique
identity for native people

The Power of O
2010-10-01

this volume envisions social practices surrounding
mosques shrines and public spaces in urban contexts as a
window on the diverse ways in which muslims in different
regional and historical settings imagine experience and
inhabit places and spaces as sacred unlike most studies on
muslim communities this volume focuses on cultural
material and sensuous practices and urban everyday
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experience drawing on a range of analytical perspectives
the contributions examine spatial practices in muslim
societies from an interdisciplinary perspective an approach
which has been widely neglected both in islamic studies
and social sciences

The Traveller's Guide to Sacred
Ireland
2004

take a look at the pilgrimages and journeys that people
from the six major world faiths make to sacred places
around the world

The Sacred Wisdom of the Native
Americans
2016-05-27

the book is the first detailed study on the nusayri alawi
community of cilicia available in a western language the
alawis are an arabic speaking religious minority of ca 300
000 people living in the turkish provinces of adana and
mersin the book contains chapters devoted to the history of
alawi settlement the community s identity and social
structures and prejudices they have to face from the
majority population also covered are religious practices
like feasts and beliefs like metempsychosis the heart of the
book is an analysis of the numerous alawi sanctuaries long
term field research enabled the authors to document a vital
highly mobile practice of saint veneration performed at
continuously changing sacred places besides a catalogue of
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nearly 200 shrines and several detailed case studies there
are chapters on the age and origins of the sacred places
the rites performed there and the structure of the pilgrims
a major aim of the study is to present the local alawi saint
veneration in a broader islamic context by describing the
sacred landscape analyzing current changes and
tendencies and discussing the paramount role of women in
the practice of saint veneration and in the perceived
sacredness of the holy places

Prayer in the City
2014-03-31

where the hawthorn grows is a reflection on being an irish
reconstructionist druid in america it looks at who the
druids were and different aspects of celtic folk belief from
a reconstructionist viewpoint as well as discussing daily
practice and practical modern applications

Pilgrimages and Journeys
2001

this book the first in the field for two decades looks at the
relationships between geography and religion it represents
a synthesis of research by geographers of many countries
mainly since the 1960s no previous book has tackled this
emerging field from such a broad interdisciplinary
perspective and never before have such a variety of
detailed case studies been pulled together in so
comparative or illuminating a way examples and case
studies have been drawn from all the major world religions
and from all continents from both a historical and
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contemporary perspective major themes covered in the
book include the distribution of religion and the processes
by which religion and religious ideas spread through space
and time some of the important links between religion and
population are also explored a great deal of attention is
focused on the visible manifestations of religion on the
cultural landscape including landscapes of worship and of
death and the whole field of sacred space and religious
pilgrimage

The Plain of Saints and Prophets
2010

religion is often denounced as one of the tools used by
patriarchal societies to maintain the status quo and
especially to persuade women to accept subordinate roles
this does not explain however the existence of many
religious groups in which women are both leaders and the
majority of participants how are these women s religions
different from those dominated by men what can we learn
from them about the special ways in which women
experience their unique reality in this fascinating and
pathbreaking work the first comparative study of women s
religions susan starr sered seeks answers to these
compelling questions looking for common threads linking
groups as diverse as the ancestral cults of the black caribs
of belize korean shamanism christian science and the
feminist spirituality movement sered finds that motherhood
and motherly concerns play a vital role in these female
dominated groups nurturing and concern for others are at
the center as are healing arts and ways of dealing with
illness and the death of children religion not only enables
women to find sacred meaning in their daily lives from the
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preparation of food to caring for their families but an offer
intense and personal relationships with deities and spirits
often through ecstatic possession trance as well as
opportunities to celebrate and mourn with other women by
examining the shared experiences of women across great
cultural divides priestess mother sacred sister offers a new
understanding of the role gender plays in determining how
individuals grapple with the ultimate questions of existence
in the process it not only highlights the profound
differences between men and women but the equally
important ways in which we are all alike

Where the Hawthorn Grows
2013-05-31

excerpt from sacred places in china the chief reason for
producing this little volume is to give to the thoughtful
reader of china and the chinese a clearer conception of the
readiness of the people to accept with full credence such
whimsical and mythological stories as are here related of
their susceptibility of spiritual influences and of the decay
of intellectual vigor among the buddhist and taoist priests
as the inevitable result of monasticism the intellectual
vigor of the chinese is found among the confucianists who
hold the controlling power in the government while
buddhism and taoism seem past any hope of resurrection
to real life they have had their age of faith but no one need
to doubt the spiritual susceptibility nor despair of the
intellectual progress of all classes christianity fosters
mental growth and science stimulates thought and is
eminently fitted to drive out all fear and superstition
christian education is not failing in accomplishing this the
response is abundantly gratifying however the struggle
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with buddhism and taoism is not yet ended it has scarcely
begun the reader finds himself here in the midst of the
asiatic world of nearly two thousand years ago when
buddhist priests had entered actively upon their pilgrim
life to this day all foot worn mountain paths lead to some
monastery or sacred shrine the information recorded in
this little volume is the fruit of hard labor the writer
traveled to distant mountains in the mid china hot summer
months visiting monasteries and living with monks in the
hope of gaining some knowledge of their inner life and
hope of the future most of this information was obtained
verbally some through chinese reading about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Sacred Worlds
2002-11-01

sacred nature animism and materiality in ancient religions
is the second volume of the series material religion in
antiquity marea the book collects the proceedings of the
international online workshop carrying the same title
organized by camnes sors on 20 21 may 2021 sacred
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nature brings together the perspectives of scholars from
different disciplines archaeology anthropology iconography
philology history of religions about the notions of nature
sacredness animism and materiality in ancient religions of
the old and the new world the contributions highlight
various ways of understandings the relationships that
occurred between human beings animals plants rivers
deities and the land in the religious life of ancient societies
in particular each chapter explores entangled aspects of
the perception of nature and its other than human
inhabitants and contributes to readdress some notions
about nature personhood agency divinity sacrality and
materiality spirituality in ancient religions and cosmologies
in this line the book seeks to promote a starkly inter
disciplinary and religious anthropological approach to the
definition of sacred nature especially engaging with the
analytical category of animism as a fruitful conceptual tool
for the investigation of human environmental relations in
the ancient religious conceptions representations and
practices dialoguing with animism and drawing upon the
question on how an ancient religion happened materially
the volume presents key case studies that explore how
nature and its non human inhabitants were understood
represented engaged with and interwoven in the sacred
and sensuous landscapes of ancients

Sacred Places
2006

ireland possesses such a vast number of ancient sites that
most of them remain unknown and all but forgotten except
by those who live nearby this book offers directions to 800
sites in both the north and south here are simple wells and
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stones which are still regarded as places of pilgrimage to
the local people here also are sites of national importance
holy mountains lakes and rivers created by giants and
protected by fairies ancient churches round towers high
crosses and beautiful cathedrals built on sites held sacred
for thousands of years some are internationally important
like the complex and magnificent tombs of the boyne valley
others sit alone on wild and windswept hillsides waiting to
be discovered maps and photos

Priestess, Mother, Sacred Sister
1996-04-11

exploring the different points of view and tones of voice
adopted in theology for the meeting of religions this book
presents a contemporary philosophical and theological
engagement with key issues of how different faiths might
meet of comparative philosophy of religion the use of
aesthetics inter religious ethics and issues relating to the
self providing a critical evaluation of contemporary liberal
post liberal and conservative voices this book highlights
the use of the creative imagination and explores new ideas
for the meeting of religions

Sacred Places in China
2015-06-24

Sacred Nature
2022-12-31
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Traveller's Guide to Sacred Ireland
2009-09

Ways of Meeting and the Theology
of Religions
2013
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